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A Supplemental Material

This appendix contains supplemental material for Chapter 6 (see Section A.1),
Chapter 8 (see Section A.2 and Section A.3), and Chapter 13 (see Section A.4 and
Section A.5).

A.1 Exchanging Hardware

Chapter 6 covers scale-out systems in some detail but does not address the topic
of exchanging hardware. We’ll go into a bit more detail about that now.

If you need to exchange faulty hardware in a scale-out system, there is no need to
remove the affected host from the system configuration. Instead, the database
offers a mechanism to register a new host in the system and assign the data and
log volumes of the faulty host to the new one.

This procedure is supported by the hdbreg tool, which is part of the database
installation and documented in the SAP HANA LCM Tools Reference Guide avail-
able at http://help.sap.com/hana_platform/. There is a local copy of this tool
installed with every SAP HANA database installation in the file system path
<sapmnt>/<SID>/global/hdb/install/bin/ (in the default installation, <sapmnt>=/
hana/shared). When working with a given database system <SID>, you should use
the local hdbreg tool of that system.

In SPS 8, the functionality has also been added to the hdblcm(gui) tool. Because
the functionality of both tools is very similar, we describe here the hdbreg tool,
which is available in SPS 8 as well as in older versions of the software. 

If a database host needs to be exchanged, there are two cases to distinguish: the
host may be defective, such that it will simply fail; or you might plan to exchange
the host, for example, in order to scale up the hardware.

On a high level, the procedure consists of four steps. We will go through these
steps during an example in which we remove host hana3 of scale-out system DUB
(instance 80) and replace it with a new host, hana5:
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� Unregister the old host
If the old host is still in working condition (e.g., for a hardware upgrade), it is
advisable to unregister it from the system before exchanging the hardware.
This will clean up the host; for example, it will remove the <sid>adm user, local
directories, and symbolic links to shared directories. 

We can unregister the host as follows with the root user or another user with
root privileges (example given for batch-mode deregistration):

# Unregister the host from the system DUP:
# Log on to host hana3 as root user, change directory to:
cd /hana/shared/DUP/global/hdb/install/bin
# Then unregister the host:
cat ~/dup_passwords.xml | ./hdbreg --batch --unregister 
  --read_password_from_stdin=xml

# Contents of the password xml file ~/dup_passwords.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<Passwords>

  <password><sid>AdmPassword</password>

</Passwords>

It should be noted that unregistering a host will shut down the entire database
system.

� Exchange the hardware

� Mount shared file systems on the new host
Make the shared locations <sapmnt> (usually /hana/shared), data (usually /hana/
data), and log (usually /hana/log) available on the new host.

� Register the new host
The procedure of registering the new host will involve registration of all hosts
in the system. You have to register the master host first, and during this regis-
tration you must indicate any host name changes using the parameter --host-
map (or -H in short notation). In our example, only host hana3 is renamed (to
hana5). 

# Register and restart all hosts of system DUP:
# Log on to the master host of system DUP (e.g. hana1) as
# root user and change directory to:
cd /hana/shared/DUP/global/hdb/install/bin
# register the entire landscape (scope=system), indicating
# the host name change hana3 -> hana5
cat ~/dup_passwords.xml | ./hdbreg --batch –H hana3=hana5
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  --read_password_from_stdin=xml --scope=system
# File ~/dup_passwords.xml is the same as before, but must
# now be located on host hana1

File ~/dup_passwords.xml is the same as during unregistration, but it must
now be available on the master host (the host on which you run hdbreg). It
does not need to be available on the others hosts.

You can of course rename multiple hosts at once. If, for example, you are
exchanging the hardware of all hosts in a scale-out system, you can enter mul-
tiple --hostmap parameters:

./hdbreg [other parameters] -H hana1=hana5 -H hana2=hana6 -H
hana3=hana7

The --scope parameter is very useful for registration: if you choose the default
value, --scope=instance, the registration will only be performed on the local
host, and you will have to repeat it on all other hosts of the database system
(changed host names should only be declared during registration on the master
host). This is unnecessary and tedious work, especially in large scale-out sys-
tems. We prefer --scope=system, which will execute registration and database
restart on all hosts of the system.

The --scope parameter is not available during unregistration.

Once registration is finished successfully, the database system will be fully
functional on all hosts of the system, including the new hardware.

The procedure of unregistration and registration is of course also available in sin-
gle-node systems, as long as you can make the original /hana/shared, /hana/log,
and /hana/data available on the new hardware. 

A.2 Delta Store Example

Chapter 8 introduced you to the SAP HANA delta store. To demonstrate in more
detail how the delta store works, we will use a table CBIG that currently contains
50,000,000 records in the main area and 0 records in the delta store, as shown in

Note

The default value for --scope in the hdblcm(gui) tool (SPS 8 or above) is system, as
opposed to the default value instance in hdbreg (any release level).
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Figure A.1. To find this information, you can either use the Runtime Information

of the Table Editor or access the system table M_CS_TABLES directly via SQL.

Figure A.1  Delta Log Access Example Starting Condition

To find out if SQL access to the tables’ main and delta parts will be processed, use
the SELECT command shown in Figure A.2.

Figure A.2  Delta Log Example SQL Command

To actually see whether the main or the delta part of a column-store table has been
read, use the PlanViz tool. For our simple statement, the relevant part of the
graphical output is shown in Figure A.3.

It’s easy to see that SAP HANA looks into both the main and the delta parts of the
table and that it applies the filter condition on both data stores. This access can
occur in parallel.

Next, enter some new records into the table:

create sequence myseq start with 100; 
insert into cbig (RECORD) 
(select top 1000 myseq.nextval from cbig);
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Figure A.3  Delta Log Example PlanViz for Simple Table Access

The newly entered records can be immediately found to be stored in the delta
store, as Figure A.4 shows.

Figure A.4  Delta Log Example M_CS_TABLES Reflects Inserted Records in the Delta Store

When you select from the table now, PlanViz clearly shows that data is read from
the delta store. Note in Figure A.5 that although you only want 100 records both
data stores still must be read, because the sorting happens during the materialize

Results step in this case, and therefore it is not possible to rule out one data store
before this step. 

Note

This insert statement works, because all columns’ default values are defined, so it is not
required to provide values for the remaining columns.
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Figure A.5  Delta Log Example Showing Inserted Rows Being Read

Now, update some data to see how that affects the delta store:

update cbig set recordmode = '-' 
where record between 100 and 1100;

In Figure A.6, we see that the total effective number of records in the table
(RECORD_COUNT) remains 50,001,000. However, checking RAW_RECORD_COUNT_IN_
DELTA shows us that the updated record versions are stored in the delta store. By
considering only those records that are valid for the current session, SAP HANA
can find that 1,000 of the 2,000 records in the delta store are outdated.

Figure A.6  Delta Log Example after Update

The next step in our example is to perform the delta merge operation by running
the command MERGE DELTA OF CBIG. Alternatively, you could have right-clicked
on the table name in the object navigator and chosen Perform Delta Merge.... 

After some seconds, the command is finished, and we can check on the merge
process, again by accessing a system table, M_DELTA_MERGE_STATISTICS in this
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case. Because it is often only a matter of quickly checking the recent delta merge
executions for a specific table, SAP HANA Studio provides a built-in SQL com-
mand that can be executed by double-clicking on Merge Statistics in the Admin-

istration console � System Information tab (Figure A.7).

Figure A.7  Delta Log Example System Information Script to Review Delta Merge Activities

In the preceding example, we preferred to use the SQL statement shown in
Figure A.8.

Figure A.8  Delta Log Example M_DELTA_MERGE_STATISTICS after the Merge
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Line 1 in the result set of the query shows the most recent merge operation; that
is the one you just triggered. You can tell that the operation was successful and
that a total of 1,000 records was added to the main store.

If you execute another delta merge command at this point, no error is returned to
the SQL session. However, the M_DELTA_MERGE_STATISTICS view now contains an
error message (Figure A.9).

Figure A.9  Delta Log Example 2482 Error—Optimization not Indicated

As described earlier, even though you manually trigger the delta merge, you do
not force the execution of this operation. Instead, SAP HANA evaluates whether
or not the table needs to be merged. In our case, the delta store of our table was
empty, so the merge request is denied with error 2482, which means that either
the delta store is empty or that the merge cost function did not indicate to per-
form the merge operation. 

PlanViz reveals the access to the main and the delta store. Unfortunately, this
detailed information is not shown when the table access is performed from the
OLAP engine. This might be the case whenever the SQL statement includes group-
ing or aggregating or functions that derive from these (e.g., distinct operator). A
simple change of the SQL leads to a switch to the OLAP engine in this case: 

select top 100 distict record  
from cbig 
where 
    record between 100 and 100000000
order by record;

PlanViz now shows the OLAP engine working on the parallel grouping the dis-
tinct command asks for (Figure A.10).

Next, delete the inserted records again:

delete from cbig where recordmode = '-';

How will this affect the delta store? Will new, “empty” records be inserted into
the delta store? Not at all, as M_CS_TABLES shows us (Figure A.11).
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Figure A.10  Delta Log Example OLAP Engine PlanViz Output

Figure A.11  Delta Log Example M_CS_TABLES after DELETE

As you can see, the visible record count is exactly back to the initial 50,000,000.
However, because the main store is only written or modified during the delta
merge the deleted records technically are still in the main store data structure.
SAP HANA’s transaction visibility management, however, prevents access to
these “logically” deleted records.

Performing a final delta merge again, we can get rid of those old records before
the AUTOMERGE process does so (Figure A.12).

Figure A.12  Delta Log Example Merge after Delete Sets record_count and raw_record_count_in_
main Equal
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A.3 Compression Optimization Example

Chapter 8 introduced you to the concept of compression optimization in SAP
HANA. To go into a bit more detail about this, let’s look at an example. In this
example, we’ll create a table that holds three columns: 

� A unique ID, which will be filled from a sequence 

� A flag column that stores single characters to indicate the record state from an
application point of view 

� A date column

The data we load comes in two chunks: 

� The data from 2004 to 2013, for which the flag is always set to X

� The data for year 2014, for which the flag can have any value

drop table compression_test;
create sequence compr_demo cache 1000;
create column table compression_test (unique_id integer, some_flag 
varchar (30), a_date date);

--- load 'old' + new data
insert into compression_test 
 (select top 1500000 
  compr_demo.nextval,
  'X',
  add_days(to_date ('01-01-2004', 'DD-MM-YYYY') 
                  , rand()*356*8 )
  from 
    objects cross join objects ) ;

--- load 'new' data
insert into compression_test 
 (select top 10000 
   compr_demo.nextval,
  MAP ( to_integer(rand()*3), 
        0 , 'C',
        1 , '-',
        2 , 'O',
        3 , 'X',
            'X') ,
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  add_days( to_date ('01-01-2014', 'DD-MM-YYYY') 
          , rand()*183 )
  from 
    objects cross join objects ) ;

With the two chunks of data loaded, check the current memory consumption per
column:

select column_name
       , memory_size_in_total as mem_total
       , memory_size_in_delta as mem_delta
       , count
       , distinct_count
       , compression_type 
       , compression_ratio_in_percentage as compr_pct 
 from m_cs_columns 
 where table_name ='COMPRESSION_TEST';

Figure A.13  Compression Optimization Example—Initial State

Obviously, all data is currently stored in the delta store and no compression could
take place, so trigger the delta merge and check again afterwards:

merge delta of compression_test;

Figure A.14  Compression Optimization Example—after First Delta Merge
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The COMPRESSION_TYPE is still DEFAULT for all columns. This is due to the fact that
a manually triggered delta merge (hard merge) does not automatically trigger a
compression optimization.

Therefore, trigger it manually and check again:

UDPATE compression_test 
            WITH PARAMETERS ('OPTIMIZE_COMPRESSION' = 'FORCE');

Figure A.15  Compression Optimization Example—after Compression Optimization

Now the compression algorithms for the SOME_FLAG and A_DATE columns have
been changed. With this change, the compression ratio percentage (COMPR_PCT)
dropped by factors. The data for these columns now takes up a lot less space than
before. 

To get an idea of why the different compression algorithms were chosen, you
need to look at the data distribution in the columns. A very rough first step here
is to see how many different values are present in each column and how often
each of these values occurs. For a request like this, grouping sets are a handy way
to automatically perform multilevel grouping:

Note

The main vectors of columns with unique values (COUNT = DISTINCT_COUNT), such as
UNIQUE_ID, cannot be compressed, and the COMPRESSION_TYPE will stay at DEFAULT.

In fact, such unique columns take up more space than the original column data, as the
lookup value ID for every single unique value must be stored twice now as well: once in
the dictionary and once in the main vector.

Although this appears to be a massive waste of memory, storing unique value columns
just like any other column provides the benefit that all optimized column store opera-
tions—for example, how a join works—still apply to this column.

Given the most common scenarios, in which a record is identified by just one or two
unique columns and the remaining columns are compressible, the total compression of
tables is still very good.
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select grouping_id (some_flag, a_date ) as grp_id
      , some_flag, a_date 
      , count (*) 
from 
    compression_test
group by 
        grouping sets (some_flag, a_date )
order by grouping_id ( some_flag, a_date )
        , count(*) desc;

GRP_ID  SOME_FLAG   A_DATE      COUNT(*)
1       X           NULL        1503031 
1       C           NULL        3300
1       -           NULL        2164
1       O           NULL        1505

2       NULL        2009-11-26  613
2       NULL        2009-07-23  607
2       NULL        2008-02-04  599
2       NULL        2009-03-29  594
...

For the first grouping based on the SOME_FLAG column, four different values with
quite different row counts are found. The vast majority of records have the X flag.
Only a small share uses other flags; these could be, for example, invoice tables
with most of their invoices closed while some in other processing states.

The second group is over the A_DATE column, and we find that for every date there
are roughly 600 entries present, spread more or less equally over the range of
dates from 01.01.2004 to 30.06.2014.

Now change the data distribution by deleting many of the older records—similar
to what would happen during archiving: 

delete from compression_test 
where a_date < to_date ('01-01-2014', 'DD-MM-YYYY');

All records from before 01.01.2014 get deleted:

Statement 'delete from compression_test where a_date < to_date ('01-01-
2014', 'DD-MM-YYYY')' 
successfully executed in 1.320 seconds  (server processing time: 1.314 
seconds) - Rows Affected: 1500000
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Figure A.16  Compression Optimization Example—after Mass Deletion

As we see the data has only been marked as deleted and was not yet removed
from the table. Note that COUNT here is not the valid count of records in the table
but the number of values stored in each column. To get actually rid of the data
from the table another delta merge is necessary, as shown in Figure A.17.

Figure A.17  Compression Optimization Example—after Mass Deletion and Merged Delta

After the merge, the memory consumption is already greatly reduced. However,
the compression ratio percentage is now worse than before. Maybe now a differ-
ent compression algorithm would yield a better compression:

UPDATE compression_test 
       WITH PARAMETERS ('OPTIMIZE_COMPRESSION' = 'FORCE');

Figure A.18  Compression Optimization Example—Better Compression after Compression 
Optimization Run

After the final compression optimization run, you will notice a—in this case
slight—improvement in the compression factors and the total size of the table.
Reordering the records in the table even allowed compressing the dictionary of
the UNIQUE_ID column, so this one saved space as well. As we have seen, the com-
pression optimization typically works operator free. In cases in which table com-
pression rates are not satisfying, it’s easily possible to find out why this is the case
and manually trigger a compression optimization if required.
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A.4 Typical Tasks in the Database and Required Privileges

In Chapter 13, we discussed all the different types of privileges that SAP HANA
offers. After reading that, you might now ask yourself what authorizations you
will need to give to which users. 

Unfortunately, there is no simple answer. SAP does provide some predefined
roles for certain tasks, typically related to applications or tools built into the data-
base. However, the developer or the database administrator does not exist in gen-
eral. In reality, the roles you will need in your system will depend on your team
setup and on the tasks that the different administrator personas will perform.

Thus you will have to understand the privileges required for rather atomic tasks
in the database. For your convenience, we have prepared something that will help
you greatly. In the following sections, we list the most common atomic actions for
database administrators (and to some extent also for developers) and the privi-
leges required to perform these actions. 

We grouped the actions into categories. These categories should help you find a
given action. They might or might not map nicely to the roles you end up creating
in your system. In the comment column of the following tables, we often refer-
ence typical SQL statements related to the action. 

A.4.1 Working with the Administration Editor of SAP HANA Studio

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Open adminis-
tration editor

CATALOG 
READ

--- This includes full read 
access to all tabs of the 
editor, except for excep-
tions mentioned in this 
table.

In Landscape � 
Services tab, 
display Memory 

Allocation 

Statistics for a 
service

--- Built-in repository role

sap.hana.admin.roles::
Monitoring

Memory allocation sta-
tistics are only available 
for the indexserver and 
xsengine processes 
(and, if configured as an 
individual service, the 
statisticsserver).

Table A.1  Administrative Actions in SAP HANA Studio
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A.4.2 Starting and Stopping the Database System

Make changes in 
Landscape tab

SERVICE 
ADMIN

--- Start/stop/restart ser-
vices such as the index-
server process.

Read access in 
Alert tab

SELECT ON SCHEMA _SYS_
STATISTICS

See all current and past 
alert messages.

Make changes in 
Alert tab 

INIFILE 
ADMIN

--- Configure alert server 
settings, such as e-mail 
alerting, check thresh-
olds, etc.

Make changes in 
Performance tab 

SESSION 
ADMIN

--- Terminate threads or 
sessions, also required 
for SQL: ALTER SYSTEM 
CANCEL [WORK IN] SES-
SION or ALTER SYSTEM 
DISCONNECT SESSION.

Make changes in 
Configuration 
tab

INIFILE 
ADMIN

--- Change any system 
parameter.

Make changes in 
Diagnosis Files 
tab

TRACE ADMIN --- Delete trace files.

Make changes in 
Traces tab

TRACE ADMIN 
or INIFILE 
ADMIN

--- Start/stop/modify 
tracing.

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Start/stop entire 
DB

Credentials of operating 
system user <sid>adm

Start/stop indi-
vidual service

SERVICE 
ADMIN

---

Table A.2  Privileges for Starting and Stopping the Database or Parts of It

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Table A.1  Administrative Actions in SAP HANA Studio (Cont.)
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A.4.3 Session Administration

A.4.4 Monitoring the Database

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Terminate session SESSION ADMIN --- SQL: ALTER SYSTEM CANCEL 
[WORK IN] SESSION

Disconnect session 
from DB

SESSION ADMIN --- SQL: ALTER SYSTEM DIS-
CONNECT SESSION

Set/change/unset 
session parameter 
for other users

SESSION ADMIN --- SQL: ALTER SYSTEM ALTER 
SESSION SET|UNSET ...

Table A.3  Privileges Required for Managing Database Sessions

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Read access to 
system tables 
and views for 
monitoring

CATALOG 
READ

--- An overview of monitoring 
tables and views is given in the 
SAP HANA SQL Reference.

Read alert 
information

--- SELECT ON SCHEMA _
SYS_STATISTICS

Access to 
graphical 
memory over-
view and 
resource con-
sumption

--- Built-in repository role:

sap.hana.admin.roles:
:
Monitoring

Monitoring views available in 
SAP HANA Studio, Systems 
view:

Right-click on system entry � 
Open Memory Overview

or Open Resource Utilization.

Show defini-
tion and meta-
data (e.g., 
sizes) of all 
tables in the 
system

CATALOG 
READ

--- Either via queries against moni-
toring views M_TABLES, M_CS_
TABLES, M_CS_ALL_COLUMNS, 
M_RS_TABLES, etc. or in SAP 
HANA Studio, right-click on 
Table and choose Open Defi-

nition.

Table A.4  Privileges Required for Read-Only Database Monitoring
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A.4.5 Managing Database Backups

Show table dis-
tribution

CATALOG 
READ

--- In SAP HANA Studio, Systems 
view: system entry � right-click 
on Catalog � Show Table Distri-

bution.

Read only 
access to 
backup editor 
in SAP HANA 
studio

n/a n/a Not possible in read-only mode. 
Without the BACKUP ADMIN or 
BACKUP OPERATOR system privi-
leges, backup information can 
only be retrieved from the mon-
itoring views M_BACKUP_CATA-
LOG and M_BACKUP_CATALOG_
FILES. 

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Enter backup 
editor of SAP 
HANA Studio

CATALOG READ ---

Execute a data 
backup

BACKUP 
OPERATOR

--- Also enabled via the more 
powerful BACKUP ADMIN privilege

Cancel a run-
ning backup

BACKUP ADMIN ---

Create a data-
base snapshot

BACKUP 
OPERATOR

--- Also enabled via the more pow-
erful BACKUP ADMIN privilege

Restore data-
base

--- Credentials of OS 
user <sid>adm

Read informa-
tion from 
backup catalog

CATALOG READ ---

Table A.5  Privileges Required for Managing Database Backups

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Table A.4  Privileges Required for Read-Only Database Monitoring (Cont.)
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A.4.6 Manage Data and Log Volumes

Delete from 
backup catalog

BACKUP ADMIN ---

Configure 
backup location

INIFILE ADMIN ---

Configure log 
mode

INIFILE ADMIN ---

Task System 
privileges

Further privileges Comments

Force savepoint SAVEPOINT 
ADMIN

--- ALTER SYSTEM SAVEPOINT 

“Shrink” data 
volume

RESOURCE 
ADMIN

--- ALTER SYSTEM RECLAIM 
DATAVOLUME

Free space in 
log volume

LOG ADMIN --- ALTER SYSTEM RECLAIM LOG

Handle disk full 
events

MONITOR ADMIN --- ALTER SYSTEM SET EVENT 
ACKNOWLEDGED|HANDLED [...]

Enable/disable 
log writing 
globally

LOG ADMIN --- ALTER SYSTEM LOGGING [ON | 
OFF]

Manage disk 
encryption

RESOURCE 
ADMIN

--- ALTER SYSTEM PERSISTENCE 
ENCRYPTION *

Delete obsolete 
data versions

VERSION ADMIN --- Trigger the garbage collection of 
SAP HANA’s MVCC:
ALTER SYSTEM RECLAIM 
VERSION SPACE

Table A.6  Required Privileges for Managing the Persistence Layer of SAP HANA Database

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Table A.5  Privileges Required for Managing Database Backups (Cont.)
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A.4.7 Managing Database Tables

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Create database 
schema

CREATE SCHEMA 
or DATA ADMIN

--- We strongly discourage use 
of the DATA ADMIN privilege.

Drop database 
schema <schema>

Either: DATA 
ADMIN

Or: be the schema 
owner

Or: DROP ON SCHEMA 
<schema>

How to read this entry: you 
need either the DATA ADMIN 
privilege, or you need to own 
the schema, or you need to 
have the DROP privilege on 
the schema. 

Drop table 
<table> in 
schema <schema>

Either: DATA 
ADMIN

Or: be the table 
owner
Or: DROP ON 
[<table> or 
<schema >]

... and this list ...

Create table in a 
schema <schema>

Either: DATA 
ADMIN

Or: be the schema 
owner
Or: CREATE ANY ON 
<schema>

... probably shows why ...

Alter table 
<table> in 
schema <schema>

Either: DATA 
ADMIN

Or: be the table/
schema owner
Or: ALTER ON 
[<table> or 
<schema >] 

... we don’t like it.

Update table 
<table> in 
schema <schema>

--- Either: be table/
schema owner
Or: UPDATE ON 
[<table> or 
<schema>]

Trigger delta 
merge for table 
<table> in 
schema <schema>

--- Either: be table/
schema owner
Or: UPDATE ON 
[<table> or 
<schema>]

SQL: MERGE DELTA OF 
"<schema>"."<table>"

Requires the same privileges 
as UPDATE 
"<schema>"."<table>"—if 
you can merge the delta of a 
table, you can modify the 
table contents

Table A.7  Required Privileges for Table Management Tasks
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Load into RAM / 
unload from RAM 
table <table> in 
schema <schema>

--- Either: be the owner 
of <table> or 
<schema>
Or: UPDATE ON 
[<table> or 
<schema >]

SQL: LOAD/UNLOAD 
"<schema>"."<table>"

Requires the same privileges 
as UPDATE 
"<schema>"."<table>" —if 
you can load/unload a table, 
you can modify its contents

Enable/disable 
logging for 
<table> in 
<schema>

Either: DATA 
ADMIN

Or: be the owner of 
<table> or 
<schema>
OR: ALTER ON 
[<table> or 
<schema >]

Same privilege as for ALTER 
TABLE

Save current table 
distribution or 
redistribute tables

RESOURCE 
ADMIN

ALTER privilege on all 
involved schemas

Export to server 
<table> in 
schema <schema>

EXPORT Either: be the owner 
of <table> or 
<schema>
Or: SELECT ON 
[<table> or 
<schema>]

This is export either via SQL:

EXPORT <schema>.<table> 
AS [BINARY|CSV] INTO ...

Or SAP HANA Studio menu 
File � Export � SAP HANA � 
Catalog Objects

Import from server 
<table> in 
schema <schema>

IMPORT Either: be the owner 
of <schema>
Or: CREATE ANY ON 
<schema>

Either via SQL:

IMPORT <schema>.<table> 
AS [BINARY|CSV] FROM  ...
Or csv import IMPORT FROM 
<control_file>

Or SAP HANA Studio menu 
File � Import � SAP HANA � 
Catalog Objects

Export to client 
<table> in 
schema <schema>

EXPORT Either: be the 
schema or table 
owner
Or: SELECT ON 
[<table> or 
<schema>]

Only via SAP HANA Studio 
menu File � Export � SAP 

HANA � Catalog Objects

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Table A.7  Required Privileges for Table Management Tasks (Cont.)
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A.4.8 Further Administrative Tasks

Import from client 
<table> in 
schema <schema>

IMPORT Either: be the owner 
of <schema>
Or: CREATE ANY ON 
<schema>

Only via SAP HANA Studio 
menu File � Import � SAP 

HANA � Catalog Objects

Import from client 
via SAP HANA Stu-
dio menu File � 
Import � SAP 

HANA Content � 
Data from Local 

File

--- Either: be the owner 
of <table> or 
<schema>
Or: CREATE ANY, 
INSERT ON 
<schema>

Only via SAP HANA Studio 
menu File � Import � SAP 

HANA Content � Data From 

Local File

If the table already exists, 
only INSERT on the schema is 
needed.

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Install or delete 
a license key

LICENSE ADMIN --- In SAP HANA Studio, Systems 
view, right-click on system entry 
and choose Properties. In the 
pop-up windows, select License.

Start Lifecycle 
Management 
(HLM)

--- Credentials of 
operating system 
user <sid>adm

In SAP HANA Studio, Systems 
view, right-click on system 
entry and choose Lifecycle 

Management.

Mark a host for 
removal

CATALOG READ
and DATA ADMIN 
and RESOURCE 
ADMIN and SER-
VICE ADMIN

EXECUTE on proce-
dure SYS.UPDATE_
LANDSCAPE_
CONFIGURATION

In SAP HANA Studio � Adminis-

tration Editor � Services � Hosts, 
right-click on the host to be 
removed and choose Remove 

Host... from the context menu.

As alternative to the critical priv-
ilege DATA ADMIN, you may grant 
the ALTER privilege on all tables 
located on the host.

Table A.8  Privileges Required for Various Other Administrative Tasks

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Table A.7  Required Privileges for Table Management Tasks (Cont.)
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A.4.9 User and Security Administration

Update data-
base

--- Credentials of 
operating system 
user <sid>adm

Implement and 
manage system 
replication

--- Credentials of 
operating system 
user <sid>adm

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Change pass-
word policy

INIFILE 
ADMIN

--- Note that anyone who 
can modify the DB con-
figuration can also mod-
ify the password policy.

See password 
blacklist

--- SELECT ON "_SYS_SECURITY".
"_SYS_PASSWORD
_BLACKLIST”

Modify pass-
word blacklist

INSERT, DELETE ON "_SYS_
SECURITY".
"_SYS_PASSWORD_BLACKLIST”

Create/modify/
delete SAML 
provider

USER ADMIN ---

Create user USER ADMIN ---

Drop user USER ADMIN ---

Deactivate user USER ADMIN --- SQL: ALTER USER 
<name> DEACTIVATE

Reactivate user USER ADMIN --- Reactivation happens 
by resetting user pass-
word: SQL: ALTER 
USER <name> PASS-
WORD <new_initial_
password>

Table A.9  Tasks and Required Privileges for Security and User Administration Auditing

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Table A.8  Privileges Required for Various Other Administrative Tasks (Cont.)
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Change pass-
word of user

USER ADMIN --- SQL: ALTER USER 
<name> PASSWORD 
<new_initial_pass-
word>

Force password 
change for user

USER ADMIN --- SQL: ALTER USER 
<name> FORCE 
PASSWORD CHANGE

Exempt user 
from password 
lifetime rule

USER ADMIN --- SQL: ALTER USER 
<name> DISABLE 
PASSWORD LIFETIME

Reactivate user 
that has been 
locked because 
of too many 
failed logon 
attempts

USER ADMIN --- SQL: ALTER USER 
<name> RESET CONNECT 
ATTEMPTS

Drop informa-
tion on failed 
connect 
attempts for 
user

USER ADMIN --- SQL: ALTER USER 
<name> DROP CONNECT 
ATTEMPTS

Modify exter-
nal authentica-
tion options for 
user

USER ADMIN --- Any adding or removing 
of Kerberos or SAML 
identities 

Create catalog 
role

ROLE ADMIN ---

Drop catalog 
role <role>

Either: ROLE 
ADMIN

Or: be owner of <role>

Grant catalog 
role <role>

Either: ROLE 
ADMIN

Or: be owner of <role>
Or: have <role> including 
GRANT OPTION

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Table A.9  Tasks and Required Privileges for Security and User Administration Auditing (Cont.)
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Revoke catalog 
role

Either: ROLE 
ADMIN

Or: be owner of <role>
Or: have <role> including 
GRANT OPTION

Only the grantor can 
revoke a role.

Anyone else matching 
the requirements can 
issue the revoke state-
ment, but it will not 
actually revoke the role 
(see Section 13.2.1 in 
Chapter 13).

Create reposi-
tory role in 
package 
<package>

--- EXECUTE ON "SYS"."REPOSI-
TORY_REST"

and

REPO.EDIT_NATIVE_OBJECTS, 
REPO.ACTIVATE_NATIVE_
OBJECTS, REPO.READ ON 
<package>

These are simply the 
most basic requirements 
for any development 
using the SAP HANA 
Developer Workbench.

Prerequisite: all privi-
leges to be added to a 
repository role must 
either be owned by the _
SYS_REPO user, or _SYS_
REPO must have them, 
including GRANT or 
ADMIN OPTION. 

Drop reposi-
tory role in 
package 
<package>

--- EXECUTE ON "SYS"."REPOSI-
TORY_REST"

and

REPO.EDIT_NATIVE_OBJECTS, 
REPO.ACTIVATE_NATIVE_
OBJECTS, REPO.READ ON 
<package>

Grant reposi-
tory role

--- EXECUTE ON "PUBLIC".
"GRANT_ACTIVATED_ROLE"

See Section 13.1.2 in 
Chapter 13.

Revoke reposi-
tory role

--- EXECUTE ON "PUBLIC".
"REVOKE_ACTIVATED_ROLE"

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Table A.9  Tasks and Required Privileges for Security and User Administration Auditing (Cont.)
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Create analytic 
privilege in 
package 
<package_1> 
based on data 
models in 
<package_2>

CREATE 
STRUCTURED 
PRIVILEGE

EXECUTE ON "SYS"."REPOSI-
TORY_REST"

and

REPO.EDIT_NATIVE_OBJECTS, 
REPO.ACTIVATE_NATIVE_
OBJECTS, REPO.READ ON 
<package_1>

and

REPO.READ ON <package_2>

These are the minimal 
privileges. One might 
need authorization to 
create stored procedures 
for dynamic look-up or 
read access to data 
models to choose static 
restriction values.

Modify (reacti-
vate) existing 
analytic privi-
lege in package 
<package>

STRUC-
TUREDPRIV-
ILEGE ADMIN

EXECUTE ON "SYS"."REPOSI-
TORY_REST"

and

REPO.EDIT_NATIVE_OBJECTS, 
REPO.ACTIVATE_NATIVE_
OBJECTS, REPO.READ ON 
<package_1>

and

REPO.READ ON <package_2>

Grant acti-
vated analytic 
privilege

--- EXECUTE ON "PUBLIC".
"GRANT_ACTIVATED_
ANALYTICAL_PRIVILEGE"

See Section 13.3.5 in 
Chapter 13.

Revoke acti-
vated analytic 
privilege

--- EXECUTE ON "PUBLIC".
"REVOKE_ACTIVATED_
ANALYTICAL_PRIVILEGE"

Grant access to 
activated data 
model

--- EXECUTE ON "PUBLIC".
"GRANT_PRIVILEGE_ON_
ACTIVATED_OBJECT"

See Section 13.3.2 in 
Chapter 13.

Revoke access 
to activated 
data model

EXECUTE ON "PUBLIC".
"REVOKE_ PRIVILEGE_ON_
ACTIVATED_OBJECT"

Grant applica-
tion privilege

EXECUTE ON "PUBLIC".
"GRANT_APPLICATION_PRIVI-
LEGE"

See Section 13.3.6 in 
Chapter 13.

Revoke appli-
cation privilege

EXECUTE ON "PUBLIC".
"REVOKE_APPLICATION_
PRIVILEGE"

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Table A.9  Tasks and Required Privileges for Security and User Administration Auditing (Cont.)
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A.4.10 Development/Data Modeling

Task System Privi-
leges

Further Privi-
leges

Comments

Read access to 
Audit tab of secu-
rity editor

AUDIT ADMIN ---

Enable/disable 
auditing

AUDIT ADMIN ---

Create/modify/
remove audit pol-
icies

AUDIT ADMIN ---

Read from audit 
table 

AUDIT ADMIN 
or
AUDIT OPERA-
TOR

--- If database table is used as audit 
trail. Read access is provided 
through public view AUDIT_LOG.

Delete entries 
from audit table

AUDIT OPERA-
TOR

--- Only for audit trail “database 
table.” SQL:

ALTER SYSTEM CLEAR AUDIT LOG 
UNTIL <timestamp>

Table A.10  Privileges Required for Managing the Audit Log of the Database

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

General develop-
ment in package 
<package>

--- EXECUTE ON "SYS"."REPOSI-
TORY_REST"

and

REPO.EDIT_NATIVE_OBJECTS, 
REPO.ACTIVATE_NATIVE_
OBJECTS, REPO.MAINTAIN_
NATIVE_PACKAGES, 
REPO.READ ON <package>

These are the privileges 
required for creating an 
SAP HANA XS project 
and developing, for 
example, server-side 
Javascript or SAPUI5 
applications.

Certain tasks, such as 
creating data models, 
require additional 
privileges.

Table A.11  Privileges Required for Typical Development Tasks
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Create data models 
in package <pack-
age> based on 
<several_
tables>

CREATE 
SCENARIO

SELECT ON <several_tables>

and

EXECUTE ON "SYS"."REPOSI-
TORY_REST"

and

REPO.EDIT_NATIVE_OBJECTS, 
REPO.ACTIVATE_NATIVE_
OBJECTS, REPO.READ ON 
<package>

Creating attribute 
views, analytic views, 
and calculation views.

Create or modify 
analytic privileges

See 
Section 
“User and 
Security 
Adminis-
tration”

See Section “User and Security 
Administration”

See Section “User and 
Security Administra-
tion”—privileges for 
security administration

Using the web-
based editor of the 
Development 
Workbench

Built-in repository role 
sap.hana.xs.ide.roles::De
veloper or 
sap.hana.xs.ide.roles::Ed
itorDeveloper

These roles give access 
to the IDE application. 
In addition, the user 
will need those privi-
leges that are required 
for the development 
task.

Defining trans-
ports in  SAP 
HANA Application 
Lifecycle Manage-
ment

(HALM)

--- Built-in repository roles:

In the target system:

sap.hana.xs.lm.roles::Adm
inistrator
sap.hana.xs.admin.roles::
  HTTPDestAdministrator
sap.hana.xs.admin.roles::
  RuntimeConfAdministrator

In the source system:

sap.hana.xs.lm.roles::Tra
nsport

The two roles in pack-
age 
sap.hana.xs.lm.adm
in.roles are only 
required for setting up 
the HTTP destination 
for the source system.

Once the HTTP desti-
nation exists, transport 
routes can be added, 
modified and deleted 
with just the Adminis-
trator role from 
sap.hana.xs.lm.roles

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Table A.11  Privileges Required for Typical Development Tasks (Cont.)
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Execute a transport 
in HALM

--- Built-in repository roles:

In the target system:

sap.hana.xs.lm.roles::Exe
cuteTransport 

In the source system:

sap.hana.xs.lm.roles::Tra
nsport

Define vendor ID INIFILE 
ADMIN

--- Required in order to 
define delivery units. 
You must also set a 
value for system 
parameter: index-
server.ini � [reposi-
tory] � content_
vendor.

Maintain delivery 
units

Either: 
MAINTAIN 
DELIVERY 
UNITS

Or: built-in role

sap.hana.xs.lm.roles::Adm
inistrator

The built-in role is 
required for using 
HALM to manage 
delivery units. 

For Quick Launch in 
SAP HANA Studio, the 
system privilege is suf-
ficient.

Export delivery 
units

REPO.EXP
ORT

EXECUTE ON "SYS"."REPOSI-
TORY_REST"

and

package privilege REPO.READ 
on all packages in the delivery 
unit

Import delivery 
units

REPO.IMP
ORT

EXECUTE ON "SYS"."REPOSI-
TORY_REST"

No package privileges 
are required.

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Table A.11  Privileges Required for Typical Development Tasks (Cont.)
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A.4.11 Typical End-User Actions

A.5 Analytic Privileges

Analytic privileges were introduced in Chapter 13 and are the only privileges that
actually need to be developed by project teams. The nature of these privileges also
makes them comparatively complex, justifying a deeper discussion. We first guide
you through the creation of a typical analytic privilege with dynamic value restric-
tions, then talk about further topics, such as combinatorics, in which multiple
restrictions or even privileges come together. 

A.5.1 Step-by-Step Creation of an Analytic Privilege 
with Dynamic Restrictions

The procedure of creating analytic privileges with dynamic attribute restrictions
consists of three major steps: 

Task System 
Privileges

Further Privileges Comments

Execute an 
SAP HANA XS 
application

--- Application 
privilege(s) for the 
given application

Users also must be set up for one of the 
authentication methods enabled 
for the particular application.

Some applications may not require 
application privileges at all. 

Read from 
activated 
data model 
<package>::
<object>

--- SELECT ON 
ACTIVATED VIEW 
<package>::
<object>

and

appropriate ana-
lytic privileges; see 
Section “Analytic 
Privileges”

and

SELECT ON SCHEMA 
_SYS_BI

Instead of granting SQL SELECT on 
individual objects, one might decide to 
grant SELECT on the entire _SYS_BIC 
schema (not a good choice when using 
SAP HANA Live or any other scenario in 
which there are also views that do not 
require analytic privileges).

Read access to schema _SYS_BI is only 
required for MDX queries and for typi-
cal BI frontends. These tools read meta-
data of data models from tables and 
views in that schema.

Table A.12  Privileges for Typical End-Users that Directly Access the Database with Named Users in 
SAP HANA
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� Maintain restriction values for all end users in a lookup table

� Create a stored procedure for looking up the restriction values at query runtime
for the current user

� Create an analytic privilege referencing one or several data models and using
the stored procedure for restriction value lookup

Preparation: Build Restriction Value Table

We will use a very simple restriction value table that maps users to one or several
values of attribute CUSTOMER_GROUP. We created one schema named AP_RESTRIC-
TIONS that shall hold all restriction value tables for data models. Obviously, this is
a schema for which security should be controlled tightly.

The procedures we build for lookup will be created using the Developer Work-
bench and in DEFINER mode. This means that at query runtime the _SYS_REPO
user will perform the actual restriction value lookup, and thus we need to give _
SYS_REPO read access to this data schema.

In the restriction value table, we maintain information for two users, RICHARD_
II and RICHARD_III, whose read access to our data model will be restricted to dif-
ferent customer groups:

-- At run time, _SYS_REPO will have to look up 
-- the restriction values:

GRANT SELECT ON SCHEMA "AP_RESTRICTIONS" TO _SYS_REPO;

-- Create a table that will hold the restriction values.
-- We will provide a simple list of values, so the table
-- just needs a mapping of user names and restriction values:
CREATE COLUMN TABLE "AP_RESTRICTIONS"."AP_DEMO_1" (
   "USER_NAME" VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL,
   "CUSTOMER_GROUP" VARCHAR(3) NOT NULL,
   PRIMARY KEY ("USER_NAME", "CUSTOMER_GROUP") );
   
-- Insert restriction values for users RICHARD_II 
-- and RICHARD_III:
INSERT INTO "AP_RESTRICTIONS"."AP_DEMO_1" 
       VALUES ('RICHARD_II', '101');

INSERT INTO "AP_RESTRICTIONS"."AP_DEMO_1" 
       VALUES ('RICHARD_III', '103');
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INSERT INTO "AP_RESTRICTIONS"."AP_DEMO_1" 
       VALUES ('RICHARD_III', '104');

Listing A.1  SQL Syntax for Creation of the Restriction Value Table

Preparation: Build Stored Procedure for Restriction Value Lookup

In our example, we use the SAP HANA modeler for creating the stored procedure,
but you can just as easily use the Developer Workbench. It is also possible to cre-
ate the stored procedure directly in the catalog using the CREATE PROCEDURE state-
ment; however, it is preferable to use a repository-based development so that the
stored procedure is transportable.

Our stored procedure must be built in DEFINER mode so that we do not need to
give read access to the lookup table to our end users (see Figure A.19).

Figure A.19  Creating a Stored Procedure with Definer Rights
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Our procedure will potentially return a list of values, if multiple restriction values
are maintained for the same user. We therefore have to define a tabular return
parameter. The table contains only one field, which must have the same data type
as the restriction field in our data model. In our case, we will restrict on field CUS-
TOMER_GROUP with data type VARCHAR(3).

Figure A.20  Output Table for the Stored Procedure

Finally, we can define the procedure body via one very simple SQL statement that
reads all values of field CUSTOMER_GROUP from our restriction value table for the
active user as shown in Figure A.21. This user can be determined by calling the
SESSION_USER function in SAP HANA. 

Note

It is a typical mistake in the definition of the look-up procedure to use the CURRENT_
USER function instead of the SESSION_USER function. The difference is as follows:

� CURRENT_USER returns the database user in whose context the function is being
called. If used within a procedure in DEFINER mode, this user is the user who defined
the procedure—for example, the _SYS_REPO user for an activated procedure.

� SESSION_USER is the name of the user for whom the database session was created—
this user is not affected by calling procedures in DEFINER mode.
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Figure A.21  The Complete Stored Procedure Definition

Create the Actual Analytic Privilege

After all of these preparations, we can finally create our analytic privilege. Again,
we use the SAP HANA Modeler to create the privilege. On the first screen of the
creation wizard, we can only enter the privilege name and a description (see
Figure A.22).

Figure A.22  First Step of the Creation Wizard for Analytic Privileges
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The second step of the wizard (see Figure A.23) is far more interesting: Here we
get to choose all data models for which access should be allowed (and restricted)
by our analytic privilege. You can select one or multiple data models. Only choose
models that contain the field(s) on which you will restrict the access, and only
combine multiple models in one analytic privilege when it is clear that all holders
of the privilege will have access to all selected data models.

Figure A.23   Choosing the Reference Data Models for the Analytic Privilege

After choosing the reference data models, the editor for the analytic privilege
opens (see Figure A.24). This editor is divided into four sections:

� At the top left, we find privilege properties. The only interesting element is the
checkbox Applicable to all information models, which—in the eyes of the
authors—should never be applied: really, never. The reason is easy enough to
understand: An analytic privilege with this feature enabled will give access to
all data models that contain at least one of the fields chosen as Associated

Attribute Restrictions and also to data models that will be created in the
future, as long as they contain one of the restriction fields. In addition, using
this flag can lead to situations in which more than one analytic privilege applies
to a given data model, in which case the restrictions of the different analytic priv-
ileges are combined with an OR logic, leading most certainly to undesired results.

In short: Never enable the flag Applicable to all information models!
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� The larger part of the left-hand side is reserved for Reference Models. This is
the list of all data models for which the analytic privilege will apply—that is, the
holder of this privilege will be able to read from the data model, and this read
access will be restricted by the restriction values implemented in the privilege. 

If a data model on the left-hand side does contain any of the fields listed in Asso-

ciated Attribute Restrictions, it will effectively not count as a reference model.
In order to avoid confusion, you must only add data models here which contain
at least one, but better all, of the listed Associated Attribute Restrictions.

� At the top right, one can implement time ranges for privilege validity. We
intended to discuss here why you might want to do this but failed to find com-
pelling arguments.

Figure A.24  Editor for Analytic Privileges

� In the middle section of the right-hand side, we finally reach the aforemen-
tioned Associated Attribute Restrictions. Click the Add... button to select
attribute fields of the data models chosen as Reference Models; see
Figure A.25.

� At the bottom right, you can implement the restriction values for the attributes
chosen as Associated Attribute Restrictions. Click an entry in the list of
restriction attributes and add at least one restriction here.
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In our example, we want to build a dynamic restriction, so you have to change
the Type from Fixed to Repository Procedure or Catalog Procedure; in this
case, choose a repository procedure.

Figure A.25  Choosing the Attribute to Restrict On

� Choosing the right restriction operator is crucial; it not only defines the restric-
tion logic, but it also implies requirements to the signature (output parameters)
of the stored procedure used for restriction value lookup, as shown in Table A.13.

It should be noted that at the time of writing (SPS 8), procedures with scalar
output parameters cannot be created with the SAP HANA Modeler, but only
with the Developer Workbench or the Web IDE.

Operator Procedure Output Parameter

IN (in-list of restriction values) One table-type output parameter

EQ, GT, GE, LT, LE, or CP (contains pattern) One scalar output parameter

BT (between) Two scalar output parameters

Table A.13  Procedure Signatures for Different Restriction Operators
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Our completed analytic privilege now looks as shown in Figure A.26; it gives
access to analytic views AN_ACTUALS and AN_PLAN from package pub-

lic.demos.data_models, and on both data models access will be restricted based
on the values of field CUSTOMER_GROUP that are returned by the stored procedure
DEMO_LOOKUP_CUSTOMER_GROUP in package public.demo.procedures. You can see
that this attribute originates from attribute view AT_CUSTOMER, which is included
in both analytic views.

Figure A.26  The Completed Analytic Privilege

Test the Analytic Privilege

Create a simple role that will enable reporting on the two analytic views refer-
enced in your analytic privilege:

role security.roles.reporting::reporting_demo_model {
   -- Give SQL-level access to the catalog objects of 
      -- the two analytic views:
   sql object public.demo.data_models::AN_ACTUALS: SELECT;
   sql object public.demo.data_models::AN_PLAN: SELECT;
   
   -- and grant the analytic privilege
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   analytic privilege: public.demo.privileges:AP_DEMO_CUSTOMER_
GROUP.analyticprivilege;
}

Listing A.2  Minimal Role Allowing SQL Queries against the Data Models

After granting this role to the test user RICHARD_III, you can now run a query
with this user, as shown in Figure A.27. If you recall Listing A.1, we restricted this
user to customer groups 103 and 104, and in fact we only retrieve data for these
two groups. 

Figure A.27  Test Query with User RICHARD_III

A.5.2 Details of Attribute Restrictions

Building analytic privileges is not in all cases as straightforward as it may seem
from the walkthrough we presented in Section A.5.1. A typical source of confu-
sion is the selection of attributes for the row-level restrictions.

From a technical perspective, there are three types of attributes that can appear in
SAP HANA data models:

� Attribute view fields are either in the attribute view itself or in an analytic view
that includes the attribute view (but not in calculation views!). The technical
name of such fields is always <attribute_view_name>.<field_name>.

� Calculated attributes are attributes that are newly defined in a view and that are
defined as transformations of other attributes (calculated or not).
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� Private attributes are attributes that do not fall in any of the previous defini-
tions. Their technical name is simply <field_name>, as opposed to the technical
name of attribute view fields. For the sake of clarity, we will make one further
distinction: 

� In analytic views, private attributes are those attributes that are picked
directly from the data foundation and not used as join keys in a join to an
attribute view. 

� In calculation views, any attribute that is not defined as a calculated attribute
in that particular view is a private attribute. That is, if a calculation view CA_
1 is based on other analytic views, calculation views, or attribute views, all
attributes propagated without transformation from these views are private
attributes of CA_1. When propagated into a calculation view, the technical
names of the (original) attribute view fields are changed from <attribute_
view_name>.<field_name> to simply <field_name>.

Defining Restrictions on Calculation Views

We said earlier that in order to read from an activated view one needs an analytic
privilege referencing this view. A view is only referenced in an analytic privilege
if two conditions are fulfilled:

� The activated view is listed as a reference model in the analytic privilege (or if
you do not listen to our advice and you enable the flag Applicable to all Infor-

mation Models).

� At least one attribute from the activated view is chosen as Associated Attri-

bute Restriction. This decision is based on the technical name of the attribute.
As we explained, the technical name of attribute view fields is changed when
the attribute view or analytic view is included in a calculation view.

As a consequence of these conditions, we will face some unexpected complication
when extending our example from Section A.5.1 to a calculation view wrapped
around the analytic view AN_ACTUALS. For simplicity, we do not perform any addi-
tional transformations in this calculation view. The name of the calculation view
is CA_TEST. Of course, we extend our test role from Listing A.2 to include the SQL
access to the calculation view. 
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We want to apply exactly the same restrictions to CA_TEST as to AN_ACTUALS, and
we know that everybody who has access to AN_ACTUALS will also be permitted to
read from CA_TEST. Thus, for the sake of simplicity, we simply add CA_TEST to the
list of reference models in our analytic privilege, as shown in Figure A.28.

Figure A.28  Including the Calculation View as Reference Model

This is, however, not yet sufficient, because our restriction field has two different
names in the two views. 

It is named AT_CUSTOMER.CUSTOMER_GROUP in the analytic view AN_ACTUALS and
simply CUSTOMER_GROUP in the calculation view CA_TEST. Therefore, our analytic
privilege in fact only references the analytic views at this time and does not give
access yet to the calculation view.

We also have to include field CUSTOMER_GROUP from the calculation view as Asso-

ciated Attribute Restriction in the analytic privilege. As can be seen from
Figure A.29, the field selector reveals—to the insider—the difference between
CUSTOMER_GROUP being an attribute view field in the analytic view AN_ACTUALS and
CUSTOMER_GROUP being a private attribute in the calculation view CA_TEST.

Although this may be confusing and does cause some development overhead, at
least we do not have to define the actual restriction values twice; if a calculation
view reads from other activated data models (with analytic privileges required for
these models), then the attribute restrictions defined on these source models are
all evaluated. 

This has two consequences:

� The good one: In our example, we can simply define unrestricted access to the
calculation view CA_TEST itself, because we have already defined the proper
restrictions on the analytic view AN_ACTUALS. We facilitate unrestricted access
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by selecting a field (here CUSTOMER_GROUP) for attribute restrictions but not
defining any restriction values.

� The not-so-good one: When a calculation view reads from other activated data
models that require analytic privileges, we really have to provide all users that
shall read from the calculation view with valid analytic privileges for all of these
source models.  

Figure A.29  The Two Roles of Attribute CUSTOMER_GROUP  

After these considerations, our final definition of Associated Attribute Restric-

tions and assigned restriction values should be understandable (Figure A.30): We
have included CUSTOMER_GROUP both from the analytic view and from the calcula-
tion view, and we have only assigned restriction values on the analytic view.
Because the calculation view reads from this analytic view, the data retrieved
through the calculation view is also filtered correctly.
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Figure A.30  The Final Analytic Privilege

Restrictions Based on Calculated Attributes or on Measures

Starting with SPS 6 of SAP HANA, attribute restrictions in analytic privileges can
be based on all types of attributes, including calculated attributes. Note, however,
that restrictions based on calculated attributes can only take effect after calcula-
tion. Hence, in most cases the calculation will be performed on a rather large data
set before the restriction can be applied that might narrow down the amount of
data to process. This can have a significant performance impact compared to a
similar restriction defined directly on a private attribute. 

It is not possible to define row-level restrictions based on basic measures or cal-
culated measures. 

A.5.3 Combinatorics in Analytic Privileges

Whenever multiple attribute value restrictions apply to the same data model, it is
important to understand the combinatorics that comes into play. In the case of
analytic privileges in SAP HANA, we can distinguish three cases:

1. Within one analytic privilege, multiple restriction values are listed for one sin-
gle attribute (e.g., an in-list as in our example in Section A.5.1) or multiple fixed
values, value ranges, and so on; in this case, all of these values are allowed.
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Technically, this is an OR condition—that is, the database restricts on <field> =
<value_1> OR <value_2> OR ...

2. Within one analytic privilege, restrictions are defined for multiple fields of the
same activated data model. The system will only give access to data records ful-
filling all of these restrictions. Technically, we face an AND condition for these
restrictions, that is: 

(<field_a> = <value_a1> [OR <value_a2> OR ...]) 

AND 

(<field_b> = <value_b1> [OR <value_b2> OR ...])

3. Multiple analytic privileges apply to the same data model. In this case, the
restrictions from both analytic privileges are combined with an OR logic. This
can lead to unexpected side effects and is one of the strongest reasons against
using the flag Applicable to all Information Models (we do hope that you are
impressed by trinity). 

A.5.4 What if a Data Model Does Not Require Analytic Privileges?

If an activated data model is explicitly configured not to require analytic privi-
leges, then there is in fact no check for analytic privileges at query runtime. Even
if an end user has an analytic privilege for such a data model, the restrictions
defined in the analytic privilege will not be taken into account.

This is true even if the user queries a calculation view <view_1> that is based on
another activated data model <view_2>. The following situations can occur:

1. <view_1> and <view_2> both require analytic privileges
The user will need to have analytic privileges applying to both views, and the
restrictions will be evaluated on <view_2> and on <view_1> in the course of
query execution.

2. Only <view_1> requires analytic privileges
The user will only need an analytic privilege applicable to <view_1>. Even if the
user has a privilege with restrictions on <view_2>, these will not be evaluated.

3. Only <view_2> requires analytic privileges
The user only needs an analytic privilege applicable to <view_2>. Even if the
user has a privilege with restrictions on <view_1>, these will not be evaluated.

4. Neither data model requires analytic privileges 
The user does not need any analytic privileges in order to read from <view_1>.
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The user will see the entire content of <view_1> regardless of the analytic priv-
ileges he or she might possess.

In all of the aforementioned cases, the end user will need the SELECT privilege on
<view_1> to retrieve any data at all.
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